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Abstract 
Lescanne P., On termination of one rule rewrite systems, Theoretical Computer Science 132 (1994) 
3955401. 
The undecidability of the termination of rewrite systems is usually proved by reduction to the 
halting of Turing machines. In particular, Dauchet proves the undecidability of the termination of 
one rule rewrite systems by coding Turing machines into one rule rewrite systems. Rewrite systems 
are a very simple model of computation and one may expect proofs in this model to be more 
straightforward than those referring to the more complex model of Turing machines. In this paper 
we deduce the problem of termination of one rule rewrite systems to problems somewhat more 
related to rewrite systems namely to Post correspondence problems and to termination of semi- 
Thue systems. Proofs we obtain this way are shorter and we expect other interesting applications 
from these codings. In particular, the second part proposes a simulation of semi-Thue systems by 
one rule systems. 
1. Reduction of the termination of one rule rewrite systems to Post’s correspondence 
problem 
A correspondence system is a finite subset P of ordered pairs for some alphabet C, 
i.e., P-{(a,,P,)} ,..., {(a,,~n)}CC+xC+. A match of P is any string y such 
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y=Ctlclil ... sli,=fll~i, ... pi,. Modified Post’s correspondence problem is to determine, 
given a system, whether this system has a match. It is known [8,6] that modified 
Post’s correspondence system is undecidable even when C has two elements. 
In this paper, we speak about strings on 0, 1 and $. Term rewrite system usually 
consider terms, therefore when we write the string a, u2 . u, it should be understood 
as the term 
cons(al, com(uz, . . , cons(a,, nil) .)), 
and when we write the string ala2 . a,x where x is a variable, should be understood 
as the term 
COylS(Ul, cons(u~, . ) cons(a,,x) ..)). 
Table 1 shows some correspondences. 
Consider a correspondence system {(al,P1}, . . . ,(a,,fi,,)} of {O,l}+ x {O,l>’ with 
11 a, 11 > 11 PI 11, one can easily associate with it a rewrite system 9 with II + 1 rules which 
does not terminate if and only if the Post’s correspondence system has a match, 
namely, 
,Y = 
i 
taix, BiV, z, + tx, Y, z), 1 <i<n, 
(s, s, a14 + (a,z, UlZ, a14 
Here we generalize this idea and since we are interested by a one rule rewrite system, 
we define a rewrite system 
Y’= (A(Op+q, lp+q,$p+q,xix2 . . . x,x,y,y, . . . y,y,a,z) + B(L,, . . ) t,, t)>, 
where p=max{ I~~iII I ldidn}, q=max{ li@ili I ldidn} and r=max(p,q). A and 
B are operators, A of arity 6, B of arity n + 1. 0 p’+q is the string of length p + q made of 
0’s. Similarly 1 p+q is the string of length p + q made of l’s and $p+4 is the list of length 
p+q made of $‘s. Suppose Qi =a; . . . afi with ki<p and Pi=bi . bf, with li<q, then 
ri=A(lL, l’;,S’+‘, xk,+l . ..XpX. YI,+I . ..YqY. LIZ), 
lb and 1’; are two lists made of variables followed by digits 0 and 1, respectively. More 
precisely, Ii =rnbnb and lh=rnini where nh and ni are two lists made of O’s and of l’s 
respectively, and rnb and rni are two disjoint sublists of xi, . . . ,.xk,, . . . ,Yl, ..‘>Yl,, 
Table 1 
000 cons(0, cons(O), cons(0, nil))) 
XYl cons(x, cons(y, cons(1, nil))) 
1Olz cons(l,cons(o,cons(l,z))) 
zx cons(z, x) 
E nil 
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whose union is x1, . , xki, . . . , y,, . . . , y,,. They represent variables one wants to force 
matching with 0 and 1, respectively. Thus Xj belongs to rnb if LZ$ is 0 and Xj belongs to 
ml if uf is 1. Similarly, yj belongs to rnf, if bj is 0 and Yj belongs to ml if bi is 1. The 
rightmost subterm of the right-hand side is 
t=A(OP+q,lp+q,X1XZ...Xpyly2 ... yq, NiZ, c(iZ, CliZ). 
Call LEFT the left-hand side of 9” and RIGHTits right-hand side. A term s derived in 
the previous system from a ground instance of LEFT has the following form: if at 
a position p there is an A, then above this position there are only B’s and below this 
position there are only lists of O’s, l’s and $‘s. A ti-rewrite is a rewrite at one of the 
PI leftmost positions below B and a t-rewrite is a rewrite at the rightmost position 
below B. 
Example. Consider the correspondence problem [4] in Table 2. Fig. 1 gives its 
associated one-rule rewrite system. 
Lemma 1.1. The following statements are equivalent 
(i) The rewrite system LEFT-RIGHT does not terminate. 
(ii) There exist a ground substitution CJ and an injiniinite derivation starting from 
LEFT CJ. 
Table 2 
Fig. 1. A one rule system associated with a Post’s correspondence problem. 
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(iii) There exists s% 0 [s] where 0 is a context, s= A(OP+4, lp’¶, $p’q,y, y, y) and 
y=Ci , . . . ci, $‘. 
(iv) ci, . . ci, is a solution of the Post’s correspondence problem. 
Proof. The equivalence of the first two statements is a well-known result of termina- 
tion. Suppose zo=y = ~(~a$’ and the derivation starting from LEFTa does not 
terminate. Then infinitely many t-rewrites are done. Indeed in each sequence of 
ti-rewrites the size of the redexes decreases and ti-rewrites alone cannot contribute 
to nontermination. The redex associated with the first t-rewrite is 
s=A(t-jp+q,lp+q,$p+q ,y, y, y), it belongs to a term @[s] and if one considers only 
rewrites involved in creating the next t-redex (deep-only rewrites in Dauchet’s termin- 
ology [2]) it is easy to see that they build the term @[O[s]], that s %[s] and that 
these rewrites contribute to build a match for the given Post’s correspondence system. 
Indeed the rewrite system 9 simulates the rewrite systems 9 and in that system if one 
starts with (a,6,a,6,a16) the left-most term rewrites to E by the rules bile for ii . . . i,, 
and the middle term rewrites also to e using /? -+ E in the same order, when both reach 
E, a match has been found. Conversely if there is a match ci, . Ci, then the previous 
process creates an infinite sequence of rewrites starting from A(OP+q, 1 p+q, $ptq,~, y, y), 
where y=cil . ..ci.$*. q 
From this lemma one gets Dauchet’s theorem [2,3]. 
Theorem 1.2. Termination of orthogonal (i.e., left-linear and nonoverlapping) one rule 
rewrite systems is undecidable. 
In [7], Middeldorp and Gramlich propose a reduction of the one rule termination 
problem to that of linear bounded automata. Caron in turn reduced the latter to 
Post’s correspondence problem [ 11. 
2. Reduction of the termination of one rule rewrite systems to the termination of 
semi-Thue systems 
Let us call abstract machines rewrite systems where rules are all of the form 
and where sl, . . . , s,, t 1, . . , t, have no occurrence of f: In those systems rewrites are 
always done at the same position. Without loss of generality we can consider that 
position to be the top of the term. Those systems are abstract machines because a term 
of the form f(ul, , u,) is an instantaneous description or a state of the machine and 
rules are transitions of the machines. In the previous section, we have to first reduce 
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a Post’s correspondence problem to the termination of such an abstract machine and 
we have shown how to reduce the termination of that abstract machine to the 
termination of a one rewrite system. In this section, we use a similar two step method 
to reduce termination of semi-Thue systems to that of one rule rewrite systems. Thus 
suppose a semi-Thue system 9 = {xix + flix 1 1 < i < n) on letters {a,, . . , a,} is given. 
;‘A terminates exactly when the following system B’ terminates. 
I 
(x, ai.Y, down) + (X, BiY> UP), 1 <i<n 
~, = (x, XY, down) -, W, Y, down), 
_ / 
(Z+T Y, UP) + 6% ZY, UP), 
(~,y,n~)+(a,Y,doWn). 
where ai=ai . ..a., and /li=b’, . b:,. The triple (x,y,d) should be understood as 
a position in a string, x (more precisely 2 where 2 is the reverse of x) represents the part 
of the term above this position and y the part of the term below this position and 
d represents the direction in which the term is traversed. When going down one can 
either go further down or match a left-hand side, replace it by the right-hand side and 
go up. One goes up till the top is reached where one goes down to start a new 
examination of the term. There is no rule with a left-hand side that matches 
(x, E, down). This means that when one reaches the bottom of the term one cannot 
proceed further. The process halts. Assume p=max{ IlmilI 11 <ida} and 
pi =max{occ(ai, aj) 1 1 <j<n}, we associate with the semi-Thue system %! a one rule 
system: 
.%V’= {A((a#“, . . . ,(a,)P-,$,x’x, y, . . . y,y, down, up, Ct) 
-B(t,,...,t,,t;,t;,rj)}. 
We use parentheses in (ai)” to make precise the fact that (ai)PX is the string made of pi 
occurrences of the letter ai. In the above rule 
ti=A(cf,...,cb,$,X’X,PiYm,+l . ..ypyjd.Up,Up), 
where cj are lists of variables and letters aj and ci contains y, if ai= aj for 1 < j<mi. 
The order of the variables is irrelevant since we are interested only by the presence of 
the variable in the list cj. Moreover 
t; =A((a$“, , (a,,$‘-, $,y,x’x,y, . . . y,y, d, up, down), 
t;=A((a,)P’, . . . , h,dpm, f&x, X’Y 1 . . . Y,Y, down, 4 UP), 
t; = A((a,)P1, . . , (a,JPm, x’, $, y, . . . y,y, down, d, down). 
The empty string is represented in the system 9” by the string $. As an example, 
consider the same table as previously, but suppose now it describes a semi-Thue 
system. We then get the system of Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. A one rule rewrite system simulating a semi-Thue rewrite system. 
Lemma 2.1. 93 terminates if and only if9” terminates if and only if 92” terminates. 
Proof. Consider a term t. t +Jp t’ at position 4 if and only if there exists j, u and u such 
that Ilull=q-1 and 
(E, t, down) + (v, aju, down) 7 (0, Pju’, UP) + (6, t’, UP) 
+ (E, t’, down). 
t is irreducible if and only if (E, t, down) normalizes to (?, E, down). 
The arity of B is the same as the number of rules in 3’. Each &‘-rewrite (which 
takes place always under B) corresponds to an BY-rewrite (always at the top) hence the 
result. 0 
In Lemma 2.1 we have shown that B” simulates R As a consequence of Huet and 
Lankford theorem [S] on undecidability of termination of semi-Thue rewrite system 
one gets another proof of Theorem 1.2. 
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